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Abstract

A novel sphygmogram analyzer (SGA) with embedded medical advisory system is proposed to conquer the drawbacks of the existing

commercial systems such as clumsy volume, awkward user-interface, and weak intelligence, etc. Firstly, benefited from the advanced

embedded systems and micro-processing chips, the elementary components of SGA can be condensed into a tiny micro-system, which will

greatly contribute to the wearable health monitoring devices. Secondly, the proposed SGA is distinguished due to the embedded medical

advisory system, which can provide the comparative medical services while adaptive to the source restricted embedded platforms. In this

paper, the hemodynamic analysis of sphygmogram is firstly introduced and then, the implementation of SGA, including data acquiring and

analyzing unit (DA2U), embedded medical advisory system (e-MAS) boosted for the application of soft computing, and the distributed

information exchanging framework, is addressed in detail.
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1. Introduction

The health monitoring devices for cardiovascular system,

such as electrocardiograph (ECG) and blood-pressure meter

(BPM), have greatly facilitated home users and promoted

their life quality. However, in the case of BPM, the health

indexes only comprise blood pressure and heart rate, which

are generally too rough to reflect the health condition of

cardiovascular system. On the contrary, ECG is not widely

accepted due to the involved awkward operations as well as

the abstruse monitoring results for home users. Conse-

quently, it merely acts as a data acquirer and information

transmitter. Now benefited from the pervasive communi-

cation technologies, it is easy to backup the medical

information to health centers and receive the medical

diagnosis from medical professionals accordingly (Bai

et al., 1999). But such always on-line mode not only
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requires the high-performance communication system but

also results in the heavy workload for medical professionals.

Therefore, in order to provide more effective home health

monitoring services, besides the ongoing research on the

autonomous interpreter of ECG, another attractive research

concentrates on the hemodynamic analysis of

sphygmogram.

Based on the research originated from the pulse

diagnosis of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), it is

known that the pulse wave indicates profuse medical

information and is effective for health monitoring of

cardiovascular system (Liu, 1986). Verified by the hemo-

dynamic analysis on the simulating cardiovascular system

(Wu, Wen, Yan, Wang, & Zhang, 1999), it is feasible to

extract a variety of effective vital signs from sphygmogram,

which reflect the health profile of cardiovascular system so

as to promote the noninvasive health monitoring. However,

though quite a few commercial systems have been

proposed, most of them are not widely accepted due to the

clumsy volume, awkward user-interface and so on. It is thus

essential to redesign and implement the sphygmogram

analyzer (SGA) on the embedded platform in virtue of the

sophisticated micro-control-unit (MCU) such as ARM
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chips. Such platform not only provides more powerful

computing performance but also enhances the communicat-

ing ability, which is helpful to construct the intelligent

monitoring platform of home healthcare.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the

hemodynamic analysis of sphygmogram is introduced in

detail. In addition, the contributions and drawbacks of the

existing systems are carefully addressed. Then it focuses on

the infrastructure of the proposed SGA, especially the

embedded medical advisory system, in Section 3. The

prototyping system built on an ARM-based developing

board is detailed in Section 4 and finally is the discussion

and conclusion.
2. Methodologies and research background

Stimulated by the pulse diagnosis of Traditional Chinese

Medicine (TCM), the researchers have been devoted to the

research on signal analysis of pulse wave from its

characteristics of acoustics (Wang, Xiang, Yang, Zhi, &

Zhang, 1999), frequency domain (Wei & Chow, 1985), and

mechanics (Liu & Li, 1997), etc. Here the hemodynamic

analysis of sphygmogram is based on the mechanical

characteristics of pulse wave.
2.1. Hemodynamic analysis of sphygmogram

In the following Fig. 1, it is the typical sphygmogram

shown in detail. The minor wave a comes from the systole

of atria. As to the sharp ascending line of b–c, the systole of

left ventricle ejects the blood into main artery and makes the

blood pressure increase quickly. After the ejection, the

blood pressure decades gradually along the line of c–e.

Then, the arterial valve is closed. Now due to the recovery

of elastic vas, there is a dicrotism g feeding back to heart.

The whole period of heart beating, T, consists of the systolic

period T1 and the diastolic period T2. From the above

discussion, it is obvious that the sphygmogram comes from
Fig. 1. The typical sphygmogram.
the comprehensive action of cardiovascular system: cardiac

activities, vascular and blood status, etc.

Consequently, via demarcating the sphygmogram and

then measuring its amplitude and intervals, it is feasible to

extract the various physiological parameters of cardiovas-

cular system. Generally, the apex value in the sampled

sphygmogram c is demarcated as the systolic pressure,

whereas the lowest blood pressure is defined as the diastolic

pressure. Then the hemodynamic analysis of sphygmogram

means working out other vital signs, such as cardiac output

(CO), stroke volume (SV), artery compliance (AC) and so

on, from the demarcated sphygmogram.

Here the hemodynamic analysis is built on the theory of

elastic cavity (Liu & Li, 1987), which is deduced from the

following formulas:
1.
 Continuous equation:

Qin Z Qout C
dV

dt
ðt 2T1Þ

0 Z Qout C
dV

dt
ðt 2T2Þ

8><
>: (1)

where Qin is the volume of blood flowing into the

artery and Qout is the volume of blood flowing into the

vein. T1 and T2 are the systolic and diastolic period,

respectively.
2.
 Equation between pressure remainder and blood flow:

p Kpv

R
Z Qout (2)

where p is the arterial pressure, pv is the veinal pressure,

and R, indicating the peripheral resistance of cardiovas-

cular system, is a constant decided by the health status of

minor artery and capillary.
3.
 Arterial pressure–volume equation:

AC Z
dV

dp
(3)

where AC, as mentioned previously, is a constant

dependent on the arterial compliance. Then, through

combining the above three equations, it is natural to

obtain the analytic equation of elastic cavity:

AC
dp

dt
C

p Kpv

R
Z Qin ðt 2T1Þ

AC
dp

dt
C

p Kpv

R
Z 0 ðt 2T2Þ

8><
>: (4)

Computing the integral of Eq. (4):

ACðP�
s KPdÞC

As

R
Z Sv

ACðPd Kp�
s ÞC

Ad

R
Z 0

8><
>: (5)



Fig. 2. The physiological meanings of sphygmogramatic parameters.
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where SvZ
Ð T1

0 Qin dt is the stroke volume during heart

beat. And the meanings of As, Ad, p�
s and pd can refer to

Fig. 2.

With the help of sophisticated medical transducers, it is

not difficult to measure and work out the mentioned As, Ad, p�
s

and pd. Then, the variables left unknown include Sv, AC and

R in the preceding equations. If an auxiliary blood pressure

index k, defined by the following equation, is introduced:

k Z

Ð T
0 �p dt

TðPs KPdÞ
Z

�P KPd

Ps KPd

(6)

the stroke volume Sv can then be calculated out by the

empirical equation (Luo, Zhang, & Yang, 1994):

Sv Z
0:28

k2
TðPs KPdÞ (7)

With another auxiliary sphygmogram index h introduced,

which is defined in Eq. (8):

h Z
As CAd

Ad

Z 1 C
As

Ad

(8)

the vital signs AC and R can be computed by the following

equations:

AC Z
Sv

hðPs KPdÞ
(9)

R Z
�P KPv

Sv

$T z
�P

Sv

$T (10)

Similarly, referring to other feature points in sphygmogram

such as e1, f0, various vital signs could be worked out to

reflect the health condition of cardiovascular system,

including cardiopulmonary function, vascular and blood

status, and the microcirculation function.
2.2. The sphygmogram analyzers for cardiovascular system

There have been quite a few commercial health

monitoring devices based on the hemodynamic analysis of
sphygmogram. Generally, the systematic infrastructure of

these devices can be summarized in Fig. 3.

Nevertheless, limited by the performance of imple-

menting platforms, most of the commercial systems are

volume-clumsy (e.g. TP-CBSw developed by Beijing

Polytechnic University, China) or computer-attached

(e.g. AZN-Ew from Anhui Zhongke Intelligent Hi-Tech

Co. Ltd, China), or network-dependent (e.g. DynaPulsew

from Pulse Metric, Inc., USA). Such drawbacks substan-

tially defer the application of sphygmogram analyzers in

home health monitoring. With the development of

technology, especially the embedded systems, it is

necessary to re-design and implement the SGA in the

new platform. Not only the higher computing performance

but also the more powerful signal driving ability is

provided so to realize the self-contained mobile SGA,

even wearable.

Another problem is that, though the monitoring results

can reflect the health profile of cardiovascular system, these

professional physiological parameters are generally too

abstruse to home users. Consequently, most of the

commercial systems provide their own comprehensible

health-assessing index. For example, in terms of TP-CBSw,

it evaluates the health condition according to the waveform

of sphygmogram, which is quantified by the blood pressure

index k defined in Eq. (6). Hereby the health condition could

be characterized as ‘Low Resistance Type’ (k!0.35),

‘Medium Resistance Type’ (k2[0.35, 0.4]), ‘High Resist-

ance Type’ (k2[0.4, 0.5]) and ‘Ultra High Resistance Type’

(kO0.5) (Luo, Zhang, & Yang, 1996). But as to AZN-Ew, it

provides the comprehensive health assessing via a built-in

expert system. The medical advices include ‘Microcircula-

Microcirculation is too weak’, ‘Blood vessel is stiff’ and so

forth. As a network-dependent monitoring device, Dyna-

Pulsew has to submit the medical information to health

center—DynaPulse Analysis Center—and ask for the help

of medical professionals. Hence, it is shown that most of the

health-assessing paradigms are still too rough to reflect the

health profile of cardiovascular system. The accompanied

medical advisory system thus needs to be enhanced in order

to provide more effective medical information for home

users. In the following, a novel SGA with built-in medical

advisory system will be proposed to conquer the mentioned

problems.
3. System description

The SGA will be implemented in an ARM-based

embedded platform. Due to the highly integrated ARM

platform, most of the involved processing units, including

data acquiring and analyzing, medical advising and

information conserving, can be realized merely in such a

self-contained system. At the same time, as the front-end

device merged in the e-Healthcare system, the SGA can

accomplish information exchanging, such as data backup



Fig. 3. The systematic infrastructure of SGA.
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and knowledge updating, with health centers ascribe to the

inherent network ability. In the following, based on the

information flow, the SGA will be described via three

independent modules: data acquiring and analyzing unit

(DA2U), embedded medical advisory system (e-MAS) and

the distributed framework of network communication.
3.1. Data acquiring and analyzing unit—DA2U

As discussed in the preceding section, to compute the

mentioned vital signs, the first is to locate the feature points

and then demarcate the sampled sphygmogram. Therefore,

the quality of sphygmogram determines the subsequent

hemodynamic analysis. However, because of the possible

nonprofessional operations by home users such as bias

locating or uneven bundling, the traditional pressure

transducers inevitably result in the anamorphic or unstable

sphygmogram.

Here benefited from the novel piezo film transducer

(PVDF) (Jin, Yu, & Bao, 1999), a multi-channel transducer

of sphygmogram is developed to monitor and sample the

signal of pulse wave simultaneously. Then the sphygmo-

gram will be reconstructed automatically from the best of

the multi-channel signal sources according to their intensity

and stability. In addition, the sphygmogram will be

amplified by the attached self-adaptive circuit for gain

adjustment. Such PVDF-based transducer hereby ensures

obtaining the effective and robust sphygmogram for sequent

hemodynamic analysis.

From Fig. 4, it is noted that locating the feature points is

crucial for later hemodynamic analysis. And especially, due

to the close relationship with to the critical values T1 and p�
s ,

the feature points e1 and f0 should be carefully treated.

However, as shown in Fig. 5, the sphygmogram may vary

according to the health condition of cardiovascular system,
Fig. 4. The PVDF-based trans
which makes it difficult to locate the mentioned feature

points.

In the following, referred to the algorithms for ECG

waveform processing (Shen & Chan, 1999), here an

algorithm based on differential calculus is proposed to

locate the feature points. Assuming the sampled sphygmo-

gram is described as the continuous function p(t):
(1)
ducer
Compute its first-order derivative p 0(t);
(2)
 Compute its second-order derivative p 00(t);
(3)
 Find out the extreme values p(th) (hZ1, 2,.) at th via

p 0(t)Z0;
(4)
 Find out the local maximum values �pðtiÞ ðiZ1; 2;.Þ

at ti if p 00(tj)!0;
(5)
 The global maximum value ��pðtcÞ will be demarcated as

the systolic pressure;
(6)
 Find out the local minimum values pðtjÞ ðjZ1; 2;.Þ

at tj if p 00(tj)O0;
(7)
 The global minimum value p ðtbÞ will be demarcated as

the diastolic pressure;
(8)
 The last minimum value is considered to be located at

the feature point f0;
(9)
 e1 is hereby located at the point te1
Z tf0

C35, which

means e1 is prior to f0 about 35 ms.
Then it is not difficult to find the other feature values of

sphygmogram such as intervals (e.g. T1, T2, etc.), integrals

(e.g. As, Ad, etc.) for subsequent hemodynamic analysis.
3.2. Embedded medical advisory system—e-MAS

Though complicated signal processing and data analyz-

ing involved in DA2U, the novel SGA has its own

advantages for the accompanied e-MAS. Once the vital

signs are worked out from the sampled sphygmogram,
of sphygmogram.



Fig. 5. Locating feature points in various typical sphygmograms.

Fig. 6. The e-MAS module.
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besides the alarming messages designed for the exceptional

symptoms, the SGA will also provide comprehensive health

assessing and especially, the intelligent medical diagnosis.

Compared with the traditional monitoring devices such as

TP-CBSw and AZN-Ew, the SGA is more helpful for home

users to learn their intrinsic health condition.

3.2.1. The adaptive symptom alarming subsystem

The module of e-MAS, as illustrated in Fig. 6, comprises

three interacting subsystems. The first is that the SGA can

generate the alarming message via LED to reflect the

intuitional health condition. Compared with the traditional

health monitoring devices, the alarming subsystem is

improved in two aspects: temporal vital signs and adaptive

sign-anchoring.

As to the mobile or wearable health monitoring devices,

in general, there are only limited times of monitoring

records conserved. The traditional devices generate the

alarming message according to the newest record. Here the

temporal vital signs are proposed to reflect the accumulated

medical information. Assume the monitored vital signs are

symbolized as VS1, VS2,.,VSn and for each of them, the

historical records are conserved as VSi1, VSi2,.,VSim

(i2[1, n]). Then the temporal vital signs, VS�
i (i2[1, n]),

are defined by Eq. (11):

VS�
i Z

VSi1 Initialization

VS�
i CVSnew

i

2
Updating

8<
: (11)

where VSnew
i means the newest monitoring record such as

VSi2, VSi3,. Consequently, VS�
i eventually updates as

following:

VS�
i Z VSi1/

VSi1 CVSi2

2

/
VSi1 CVSi2 C2VSi3

22

/
VSi1 CVSi2 C2VSi3 C22VSi4

23
//

/
VSi1 CVSi2 C

Pm
jZ3 2ðjK2ÞVSij

2ðmK1Þ
// (12)

Hence, though simple computation in Eq. (12), the temporal

vital sign VS�
i has been weighted implicitly according to the

temporal sequence. The alarming message is hereby more

robust benefitted from the temporal vital signs.
In addition, since there are more than 30 vital signs, and

most of them seem too complicated for home users, the SGA

will autonomously track and monitor the essential vital signs

according to the medical information from other subsystems

of health assessing and medical diagnosing. For example, if

it is potentially dysfunctional for the microcirculation

system, the SGA will anchor the related vital signs:
†
 ALK (microcirculation blood half renew K-value);
†
 ALT (microcirculation blood half renew time);
†
 TM (microcirculation blood mean stay time), etc.

However, due to the evolution of health condition, such

anchoring procedure is dynamical so as to track the

variation accordingly. Then the preconfigured ‘Red’,

‘Yellow’ and ‘Green’ LED will be activated

correspondently.
3.2.2. The comprehensive health-assessing subsystem

In the SGA, the acquired vital signs are simultaneously

submitted to the other two subsystems, namely, for

comprehensive health assessing and intelligent medical

diagnosing. In terms of the health-assessing subsystem, it

provides the comprehensive health condition of cardiovas-

cular system for users’ reference, such as ‘Blood vessel is

lack of elasticity’ and ‘Pulmonary circulation is dysfunc-

tional’. Moreover, the relevant medical advices are also

provided, including ‘Diet’, ‘Exercise’, ‘Therapy of Chinese

Medicine’ and other regimens.
3.2.3. The intelligent medical diagnosing subsystem

Finally, the SGA tries to find out the potential

cardiovascular diseases based on the varying trend of vital

signs. Given the distributed framework of e-Healthcare



Fig. 7. Fuzzify the temporal variable.
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system, here the proposed medical diagnosing subsystem

eventually consists of the server-end in health centers and

the compact runtime residing in the embedded platform.

Such distributed framework makes good use of the

information processing ability of server stations while

effectively improving the intelligence of SGA.

Here the knowledge base, one of the elementary

components of medical advisory system, comprises a series

of medical rules, which are elicited from medical literatures

by medical professionals and the monitoring dataset by the

module of knowledge discovery, formatted as following:

Rt : fo½ðSign;AttributeÞijHypothesisi�g

0 foðDiseasejHypothesisÞjgCFt (13)

where the subscript t means the t-th medical rule; i is the i-th

antecedent, and similarly j is the j-th consequent of the

specific medical rule. Moreover, the ‘sign’ belongs to the

extracted vital signs from sphygmogram and its attribute is

the fuzzy variable to be introduced below. The symbol ‘j’

means the alternative item and ‘^’ means logic operation

‘AND’. Finally, ‘CF’ is the certainty factor associated with

the specific medical rule.

In the proposed system, the methods of soft computing,

including fuzzy temporal variables and weighted medical

rules, are applied to solve the uncertainty diagnosis. The

concept of temporal vital signs has been introduced in

previous section. Then, to reflect their varying trend, the

auxiliary temporal variable ki will be introduced as:

ki Z

0 Initialization

SignðviÞ
jvijK jvold

i j

jvijC jvold
i j

����
���� Updating

8><
>: (14)

where ‘j j’ is to extract the absolute value while ‘Sign( )’ is

the function to get the sign such as ‘C’ or ‘K’. The

variables vi and vold
i are respectively defined as:

vi Z

0 Initialization

vi C
DVSi

DT
2

Z

vi CðVSnew
i KVSiÞ

2
DT Z0

vi CðVSnew
i KVSiÞ

2DT
Otherwise

8><
>:

9>=
>; Updating

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

(15)

And vold
i is valued as the vi before updating. Here DT comes

from the day-based monitoring interval. In Eq. (14), it is

shown that ki has been generalized into the interval (K1, 1).

Hence, it is appropriate to fuzzify the variable ki, according

to Fig. 7, for the mentioned uncertainty medical diagnosing.

Then, in terms of the weighted medical rules, the method

based on statistical average and generalization is proposed.

For the specific i-th antecedent, (Sign, Attribute)i or

Hypothesisi, if it exists in n piece of medical rules,
the weight could be worked out as:

weighti Z
Xn

kZ1

CFnk

 !
=n (16)

For every medical rule, the weights of antecedents are

further generalized as (17). For example, if the t-th medical

rule comprises s antecedents, the k-th weight:

weight�tk Z weighttk=
Xp

wZ1

weighttw ðk 2½1; p�Þ (17)

Then, the medical rules in (13) will be converted into the

rules (18):

Rt : fo½ðSign;AttributeÞijHypothesisi;weighti�g

0 foðDiseasejHypothesisÞjgCFt (18)

Given the weighted medical rules with fuzzy temporal

variables, in terms of medical inference or diagnosis, the

uncertainty comes from two aspects: weights of antecedents

and the membership functions of fuzzy temporal variables.

Consequently, now assume that the final diagnosis can be

specified as CR(Diseasei), where CR is the acronym of

Confidence of Result correspondent to CF: Certainty Factor.

Then, the involved ‘hypotheses’ should be firstly worked

out via Eq. (19) and the final inference results can be

summarized as Eq. (20).

CRðHypothesislÞ

Z n CFm

X
p

mðvsmpÞweightmp

" #( )
(19)

CRðDiseasekÞ

Z n CFn

X
q

mðvsnqÞðweightnq½1jCRl�Þ

" #( )
(20)

where ‘n’ is the operator of ‘disjunction’.
3.3. Distributed framework of network communication

Traditionally, limited by the systematic resources, the

mobile health monitoring devices only record and conserve

several times of medical data. Thereby these devices, such

as DynaPulsew, need to submit the acquired data to health

centers frequently, not only for information backup, but also



Fig. 8. The distributed framework of network communication.
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for medical instructions of medical professionals. Similarly,

in terms of the SGA, owing to the distributed framework of

network communication, the relevant information exchan-

ging includes: firstly, it should realize the automatic backup

of medical data to health centers; secondly, the customized

medical knowledge base in SGA will be updated with the

evolution of health condition; thirdly, the medical diagnosis

can be referred by medical professionals and their

medical instructions including advices will be fed back to

SGA (Fig. 8).
4. Prototyping system

Presently, the proposed SGA has been realized in an

ARM-based embedded platform-HHARM2410w. The core

system, (see Fig. 9), consists of the ARM9 chip Samsungw

S3C2410, 64M SDRAM and 16M Flash. Benefited from the

sophisticated hardware configurations, an embedded
Fig. 9. The processing core of SGA.
Linuxw is transplanted to the core system in order to

coordinate the involved information processing. Eventually,

the essential modules of SGA, including signal processing

of DA2U, e-MAS, information packing and parsing of

network communication, have been condensed into such a

64 mm!40 mm!8 mm micro-system.

The peripheral interfaces and components, such as USB,

Ethernet network port and LCD adapter, have been

integrated in the mentioned developing platform. Only the

transducer of sphygmogram HK2000Cw and the TFT LCD

need to be extended. Finally, the self-contained SGA is

shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. The prototyping system of intelligent SGA.
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5. Conclusion

Compared with the existing commercial systems, the

proposed intelligent SGA is leading in terms of usability,

mobility, and especially, the embedded medical advisory

system. Hereby it will contribute to the prevalence of

sphygmogram-based health monitoring devices of cardio-

vascular system.

However, compared with the popular wearable health

monitoring systems, the intelligent SGA can still be further

enhanced. Firstly, the paradigm of wireless communication

such as GSMw or GPRSw is overwhelming to the Ethernet-

based network communication. Secondly, though the

weighted medical rules with fuzzy temporal variables are

effective to deal with uncertainty, its performance still

depends on the participation and contributions of medical

professionals. Other methods of soft computing such as

neuro–fuzzy systems and wavelet neural networks are more

rewarding for future research.
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